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Leech Gear is another oldie-but-goodie
torrent client. Itd be worth trying if your
downloads arent running smoothly, but
you dont have much experience with

torrenting. Its ideal for active users who
prefer to leave the downloading to the

program. Plus, it provides two download
managers, so you can switch back and
forth between them easily. Listen for

extra information, such as where to go
next, etc. When downloading torrents,
your client should give you some clues,
but when your torrents are more than a

couple of days old, a web search can
help. You might notice that your

downloads are slow, but if you know
how to optimize your settings, you can

speed things up. Youll want an RSS
reader to keep up with the latest posts

on any sites you visit. RSS is an
acronym for Really Simple Syndication,
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and it uses XML to transfer updates over
the internet. Some RSS readers are a
breeze to use. Others have a more
complex interface, such as the one
included with Google Reader. But

whether you need a lightweight feed
reader or one that offers advanced

features, it just makes sense to start
keeping up with the web while youre
downloading torrents. Make sure you

have enough space on your hard drive
for your torrents. Large torrents such as

big files, data-heavy games, and
programs can take over 700GB of

space, depending on the resolution.
Once youve downloaded your torrent,

you might want to move it to a different
location, or even make it private so that
no one else can download it. You can do
this within your torrent client, and the

process can be as simple as clicking the
Options button, or as complex as

manually copying the file to a newly-
created folder.
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its also important that your torrent
software has a reliable updater. for

many applications, this is the app that
will update your torrent client. but
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sometimes, the updater will make the
client unstable. if it happens to you,

then you should uninstall the updater
and run the torrent client directly.
deluge is a free and open-source

bittorrent client for windows. version
0.8.0.0 was released on may 31, 2010.

deluge is currently in its beta stage,
which means that it may be unstable or

not work correctly at times. we
recommend you test it before using it

on your computer. now it's time to
check out how to download torrents. if
youre a newbie to torrenting, i suggest

you check out the how to torrent section
on deluge's website. youll find there a
list of simple to advanced torrents and

some how-to torrent guides. many
applications will require the activation of
a torrent add-on. that means that youll
have to install this add-on before you
can actually download torrents. most
people recommend using downloader
pro as a simple and effective add-on.

the torrent add-on will download
torrents automatically and will allow you

to select a download folder. you can
also download torrents with this add-on.
now it's time to test the torrent client.

most people recommend using deluge's
torrent site for testing purposes. on the

torrent site, you can search for the
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torrent files you want to download. once
you find the files, youll be able to

download them directly from the site.
clicking on the download link will start
the download process automatically.
deluge's alpha version comes with a

huge number of plug-ins and features.
it's a pretty powerful tool. if you find this

version of the client unstable or not
working correctly, then you should

check out the current beta or the beta 1
version. the alpha or beta versions are
the most stable versions and the ones

we recommend you download.
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